Introduction
The Mexico City Metropolitan Area (MCMA) is one of the most highly populated cities in the world with 18 million people according to the 2000 census (INEGI, 2001 ). The MCMA is an elevated basin approximately 2240 meters above sea level, surrounded by mountains on the south, west and east. At this altitude, there is 23% less oxygen available than at sea level, which causes combustion to be less efficient . More than three million vehicles and more than five thousand industries emit more than 28 metric tons day −1 of particulate matter smaller than 10 µm (PM 10 ), including 17 tons day −1 of particulate matter smaller than 2.5 µm (PM 2.5 ), and 2400 tons day −1 of potential particle precursors such as SO 2 , NO x and organic compounds (see Table 1 ) (SMADF, 2002) .
Because of the altitude and the subtropical latitude of the Mexico City basin, it receives intense solar radiation, which promotes the efficient formation of photochemical pollutants. According to official reports during 2001 and 2002, the ozone concentration exceeded the health-based standard (110 ppb for 1 h avg.) 70% of the days (SMADF, 2003) . During the same years, the PM 10 24 h standard (150 µg m −3 ) was exceeded one of every 12 days. In addition, the annual arithmetic mean PM 10 standard (50 µg m −3 ) was also exceeded during 2001 and 2002 . Currently, there is no Mexican Standard for PM 2.5 . Negative health effects due to air pollution in Mexico City have been reported (CalderonGarciduenas et al., 2003) , including specific effects associ- Table 1 . Daily emission rates of particles and potential particle precursors in the MCMA, which includes the Federal District and 18 municipalities in the State of Mexico (SMADF, 2002) . SO 2 emissions are given in mass of SO 2 ; NO x is reported as mass of NO 2 ; and organic compounds emissions are given as actual mass emitted. "Total organic compounds" refer to organic compounds emitted as gases and includes the "volatile organic compounds" (VOCs). Isoprene and monoterpenes are a fraction of the VOCs.
Pollutant
(metric ton/day) ated with fine particles (Gold et al., 1999; Osornio-Vargas et al., 2003) . In addition to the visibility and health effects that air pollution in the Mexico City Valley causes on a local scale, pollution emitted in Mexico City can have effects on regional and global scales. Barth and Church (1999) studied the fate of the SO 2 emitted in Mexico City with a global model. According to these authors, most of the sulfur emitted in the city travels westward and northward, but small concentrations can be found as far northeast as the Mediterranean basin. According to these authors the average atmospheric lifetime of the sulfur emitted from Mexico City is 5.5 days, which is larger than the average lifetime of sulfur emitted in the rest of the world (3.9 days).
The Mexico City Metropolitan Area field experiment (MCMA-2003) was an intensive 5-week campaign that took place in the spring of 2003 (31 March-4 May) , with the goal of investigating the atmospheric chemistry of the MCMA, with particular focus on emissions quantification, gas-phase photochemistry, and secondary PM formation. A focal point of the campaign was a highly instrumented "Supersite" located at the "Centro Nacional de Investigación y Capacitación Ambiental" (CENICA), in southeast Mexico City (see Fig. 1 ). During the MCMA-2003 campaign, we deployed an Aerodyne Quadrupole Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (Q-AMS) at CENICA. The AMS reports concentrations of non-refractory species in particles smaller than about 1 µm (NR-PM 1 ) with high time and size resolution Jimenez et al., 2003a) . In order to account for the refractory aerosol material, we include in the analysis black carbon (BC) concentrations estimated with an aethalometer and an estimation of the aerosol soil component from ProtonInduced X-ray Emission Spectrometry (PIXE) analysis of impactor substrates. This paper describes the mass concentration time trends, chemical composition, and chemically-speciated size distributions observed at CENICA. The diurnal cycles and size distributions of the AMS components are discussed, as well as processes and sources of the AMS inorganic components. We compare results from MCMA-2003 with those published in a previous study of Mexico City aerosol and with data from the recently deployed citywide PM 2.5 monitoring network, both obtained at a site near CENICA (Cerro de la Estrella).
Experimental

Aerodyne Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS)
The Q-AMS has been described in detail previously Jimenez et al., 2003a) so only a brief description will be given here. The AMS instrument consists of three main parts: an aerosol inlet, a particle sizing chamber, and a particle detection section. Particles are sampled from ambient pressure into ∼1.5 Torr and are focused using an aerodynamic lens into a narrow beam of ∼100 µm diameter (Heberlein et al., 2001 ). The aerodynamic lens has near unity transmission for particles in the size range of 60 nm to 600 nm, and partial transmission down to ∼30 nm and up to ∼1.5 µm . In the expansion at the exit of the lens into the high vacuum chamber, the particles acquire a size-dependent velocity. The beam then passes through a spinning chopper wheel in the particle sizing chamber, where vacuum aerodynamic diameter (d va ) of the particles (Jimenez et al., 2003b (Jimenez et al., , 2003c DeCarlo et al., 2004 ) is determined by measuring the time it takes a particle to reach the detector (particle time-of-flight or P-ToF). In the detector, the particle beam impacts on a heated surface (∼600 • C) under high vacuum (∼10 −7 Torr), leading to flash vaporization of the "non-refractory" (NR) particle species. NR is defined operationally to include all species that evaporate in a few seconds under these conditions. In practice, NR includes species such as ammonium sulfate and bisulfate, ammonium chloride, ammonium nitrate, and organic compounds but excludes black carbon, crustal materials, and sea salt/sodium chloride. Non-refractory species internally mixed with refractory species (e.g., organics internally mixed with black carbon) can be quantitatively detected with the AMS (Katrib et al., 2004; Slowik et al., 2004) . The NR particle species that are vaporized at the heated surface are then subjected to electron impact (EI) ionization, which forms positive ions that are analyzed with a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The signal is linear with particle mass of a given species and detection limits below 1 µg m −3 are typically achieved for all species (see below).
During the MCMA-2003 campaign, a recently developed beam width probe (BWP) was used with the AMS to provide a continuous measurement of surrogate particle morphology (non-sphericity) and to allow the estimation of the potentially reduced particle collection efficiency due to particle shape . The probe used in this study consisted of a 0.41 mm diameter wire, which was moved intermittently to a fixed position blocking part of the particle beam near the AMS vaporizer in order to determine the attenuation of the signal vs. wire position. The BWP was alternated between the "out" position (not blocking any part of the vaporizer) and one of seven partially blocking positions in front of the vaporizer. The various BWP blocked positions and the unblocked position were alternated every two minutes. This produced a 4-min, 50% duty cycle dataset without the BWP that is used to derive particle concentrations in this paper. The details of the operation of the BWP during MCMA-2003 as well as the results obtained with it are discussed in detail elsewhere (Salcedo et al., 2005) . The AMS was located inside a hut built on the roof of the 12 m tall building that houses CENICA. Ambient air was sampled at a flow rate of 9 lpm through a PM 2.5 cyclone (URG-2000-30EN, URG, Chapel Hill, NC) located 2.3 m above the roof of the hut and drawn into 9.525 mm (3/8 inch) copper tubing to within 15 cm of the AMS inlet, where 8.9 lpm were exhausted by a vacuum pump and ∼0.1 lpm was sampled into the AMS from the center of the 9.525 mm line. The total length of the inlet line was 5.3 m. Maximum particle losses due to diffusion and bends in the line were calculated (Baron and Willeke, 2001 ) to be 6.5% for 30 nm particles and 0.7% for 1 µm particles.
The ionization efficiency (IE) of the AMS was calibrated every few days with dry monodisperse NH 4 NO 3 particles with the procedure described previously (Jimenez et al., 2003a; Zhang et al., 2005b) . Results of all IE calibrations for the CENICA AMS during the campaign are shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary material (http://www.atmoschem-phys.net/6/925/acp-6-925-sp.pdf). The figure shows that the AMS was consistently stable during the campaign.
The correlation between the time series of the main ion fragments used (in MS mode) to calculate the mass concentration of each one of the inorganic species during the MCMA-2003 study is shown in Fig. S2 in the supplementary information (http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/6/925/acp-6-925-sp.pdf). Although there is some scatter in the individual plots, likely owing to limited signal-to-noise of the individual measurements, deviations from linearity are small. This indicates that unsubtracted interferences from organic fragments in the retrieved concentrations of the inorganic species are not significant during this campaign and lends confidence to the derived chemically-speciated size distributions.
The ions chosen and the main species monitored with the AMS P-ToF mode during this campaign were: m/z 16 for ammonium (NH The MCMA data were analyzed using previously published relative ionization efficiencies (RIEs) of 1.2 for sulfate, 1.1 for nitrate, 1.4 for organics and 1.3 for chloride (Jimenez et al., 2003a; Alfarra et al., 2004) . The NH 4 NO 3 IE calibration allows for the direct determination of the ammonium RIE. The ammonium RIE measured for the CENICA AMS ranged from 3.8 to 6.2.
The detection limits (DLs) from individual species were determined by analyzing periods in which ambient filtered air was sampled and are reported as three times the standard deviation (3σ ) of the reported mass concentration during those periods. DLs during this campaign for the CENICA AMS were 0.01, 0.09, 0.11, 0.41 and 0.04 µg m −3 for nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, organics and chloride respectively for a 10 min. averaging time. These DLs are similar to those reported for previous Q-AMS campaigns (Zhang et al., 2005b) .
AMS Collection Efficiencies (CE) observed in previous studies range from 0.43 to 1 Drewnick et al., 2004a; Hogrefe et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005b) . This CE has three contributions: CE=E L * E s * E b . The E L term accounts for the portion of PM 2.5 that is not transmitted into the AMS due to the approximate PM 1 size cut Zhang et al., 2005b) of the aerodynamic lens in the AMS. In principle, the shaperelated collection efficiency (E s ) could be less than one for nonspherical particles because the efficiency with which they are focused by the lens is reduced Huffman et al., 2005 ) and this in turn could potentially cause irregular particles to "miss" the AMS vaporizer. The bouncerelated collection efficiency (E b ) could be smaller than one if some dry, less-volatile particles such as those with a high proportion of (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , bounce after impacting the AMS vaporizer, instead of evaporating. Previously, the latter two effects (and sometimes all three effects) had been lumped in one collection efficiency (CE=E s * E b ) Drewnick et al., 2004b; Zhang et al., 2005b) . The newly developed beam width probe (BWP) that was operated in this campaign showed that E s ∼1 during this field campaign (Salcedo et al., 2005) . E b is more difficult to determine because it likely depends on particle phase (liquid vs. solid), water content, and particle composition. Particles with significant ammonium sulfate content appear to bounce with E b ∼0.5 when they are dry inside the AMS, and to be collected with E b ∼1 when they retain water after entering the vacuum system . Pure ammonium nitrate and ammonium nitrate-dominated ambient particles are collected with E b ∼1 . The evidence is less clear for organic-dominated particles, as was the case during most of the MCMA-2003 campaign. Chamber experiments have shown that secondary organic aerosols (SOA) formed from photooxidation of aromatics, and from ozonolysis of biogenic compounds have an E b ∼0.5 (Bahreini et al., 2005) . Since analysis of the submicron aerosol in Mexico City shows that a large fraction is oxygenated organics (OOA), a similar value should be applicable to this study. We did not experimentally determine E b during MCMA 2003; however, given the evidence and uncertainties from previous laboratory studies and field campaigns, plus the evidence of internal mixing for most species and most of the campaign, we have applied a value of E b =0.5 for all species for this campaign. We estimate the maximum range of possible values of this parameter between about 0.45 and 0.70. Thus the mass concentrations reported in this paper have a range of uncertainty of about −30% and +10% due to the uncertainty in particle collection efficiency. The comparisons with other instruments presented in Sect. 3.1 are consistent with the value of CE chosen here. Despite the uncertainty in the absolute concentrations, the relative variation in concentrations and size distributions reported here have a lower uncertainty, as evidenced by the fact that the dynamics of the AMS and TEOM/DustTrak concentrations track each other during the campaign (see Sect. 3.1).
All mass concentrations presented in this paper for all instruments are at ambient temperature and pressure conditions (local pressure is approximately 76 kPa The black carbon content of fine aerosols was estimated from the aerosol light absorption using a seven-channel aethalometer (RTAA-1000, Magee Scientific, Berkeley, CA). Its sampling line was found to effectively collect aerosols in the 0.1 to 2.0 micron size range (PM 2 ). The particles are collected within the instrument by continuous filtration through a quartz filter tape strip. The optical transmission of the deposited aerosol particles is then measured sequentially at seven wavelengths (370, 450, 520, 590, 660, 880, and 950 nm) . Black carbon is a strongly absorbing component whose light absorption coefficient is relatively constant over a broad spectral region. The instrument automatically estimates the black carbon concentration from the transmission measurements by assuming black carbon to be the main absorbing aerosol species in the samples with a mass specific absorption coefficient of 19 m 2 g −1 (Hansen et al., 1982; Marley et al., 2001 ). This value is larger than those typically used for the absorption of black carbon suspended in air due to the enhancement of the particle absorption in the fiber matrix of the filter tape (A. Hansen, Magee Scientific, personal communication). Data were recorded for each of the seven channels at a two-minute time resolution. In addition, the analog output of the 520 nm channel was monitored continuously and one minute averages of this channel were recorded separately. As the sample is deposited on the paper tape strip, the light attenuation steadily increases. At high sample loadings the high absorptions cause sensitivity to decrease. To prevent this, the instrument automatically advances the tape to a new sample spot when light attenuation becomes severe. The instrument sample was diluted 10:1 to minimize the instrument down time created by too frequent tape advances due to the high black carbon loading observed in Mexico City.
Unlike other absorbing aerosol species (e.g. humic like substances), black carbon absorption is relatively constant from the ultraviolet to the infrared (Marley et al., 2001) . Thus a comparison of results from the different channels can act as an independent validation of the assumption that black carbon is the main absorbing species in the samples. For the sampling period, all seven channels were found to be in excellent agreement, with a variation of 1-2%, indicating that black carbon was indeed the major light absorbing material present in the aerosol, if not the only one. Since results obtained at shorter wavelengths may include contributions from other absorbing aerosols such as organic carbon compounds, results from the 880 nm channel were used in this study (Hansen et al., 1982) .
Impactor aerosol collection and PIXE analysis
A detailed description of the impactor sampling and analysis techniques are given elsewhere (Johnson et al., 2006; Shutthanandan et al., 2002) , hence only a brief description is presented here. Impactor aerosol collections were made continuously onto Teflon strips with a 3-Stage IMPROVE DRUM impactor (UC Davis, California) in size ranges 1.15-2.5 µm, 0.34-1.15 µm, and 0.07-0.34 µm. The DRUM was operated with a fixed flow rate of 10 SLPM and rotation of 2 mm per 12 h. Proton-Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) samples were analyzed within several weeks following the campaign at the Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL), a national scientific facility within Pacific Northwest National Laboratory located in Richland, WA. A 3.5 MeV proton beam with diameter 0.5 mm was used during analysis. PIXE spectra were interpreted with the GUPIX program (Maxwell et al., 1995) and concentrations of elements Na to Pb determined by calibration to known standards. Concentrations are given in 6-h averages.
The soil particulate mass concentration is estimated from PIXE mass concentrations using the method described by Malm et al. (1994) . These authors estimate the soil particulate mass concentration by summing the elements predominantly associated with soil, plus oxygen for the most common oxides (Al 2 O 3 , SiO 2 , CaO, FeO, Fe 2 O 3 , TiO 2 ), plus corrections for other compounds such as K 2 O, MgO, Na 2 O, water and carbonate. The equation used is:
(1)
Total PM instrumentation
In addition to the instruments described above, three other particle instruments were deployed at CENICA The LASAIR device detects light scattered by individual particles crossing a detection volume illuminated with laser light. The LASAIR was calibrated for this campaign using 100-1000 nm polystyrene latex (PSL) spheres and reports the number concentration of particles in 8 different size channels (0.1-0.2 µm, 0.2-0.3 µm, 0.3-0.4 µm, 0.4-05 µm, 0.5-0.7 µm, 0.7-1.0 µm, 1.0-2.0 µm, 2.0-5.0 µm; equivalent geometric diameter, d p ). The nominal detection efficiency is 100% for all channels, with the exception of 50% for the smallest channel. The maximum ambient concentration recommended for the LASAIR 1001 is 353 cm −3 , however, the system was operated during MCMA-2003 with high ambient particle concentrations without a dilution system. This very likely caused the instrument to undercount particles due to coincidence in the sampling volume. A similar effect has been observed in other studies (Murphy et al., 1997 ). Another possible effect of the LASAIR operating under saturation conditions is a shift in the size distribution to larger sizes because the instrument may classify multiple particles in the sensing volume as a single larger particle. The DustTrak is an aerosol photometer that uses a laserbeam to illuminate a sample stream, in which multiple particles scatter light in all directions. A detector determines the total amount of light scattered at a 90 degree angle, which is roughly proportional to the mass concentration of the aerosol (TSI, 2004) . The DustTrak deployed during the MCMA campaign used a PM 2.5 impactor inlet. The DustTrak was calibrated with gravimetric filter measurements taken by CENICA during the MCMA-2003 campaign and agreed within 5% with a similar unit on board the Aerodyne Mobile Lab when parked at CENICA.
The TEOM measures the PM 2.5 total mass concentration using a vibrating element, whose resonant frequency depends on the accumulated particle mass collected on a filter located at the extreme of the element (Hinds, 1999) . The TEOM used during the MCMA-2003 operated at 35 • C and was not equipped with a Sample Equilibration System (SES).
Results and discussion
Comparison between speciated and total PM measurements
Using the instruments described in the experimental section, a closure study of the chemical composition of the MCMA-2003 average aerosol is presented here. The DustTrak and TEOM measure the total particulate mass concentration, including both refractory and non-refractory species. The sum of the AMS, BC, and estimated soil particulate mass concentrations represents individual measurements of the speciated non-refractory and refractory components of the total PM 2.5 . PIXE analyses on the impactor substrates indicate that the average concentration of NaCl was at most 0.1 µg m −3 , and hence we did not include sodium in the correction of NR-PM 1 . Another species that we did not include is particulate water, because there are significant uncertainties in water quantification with the AMS due to evaporation losses in the inlet. Note that, although water evaporation in the AMS inlet has been observed by several groups, evaporation of other species is not believed to be a problem for AMS ambient measurements, since the vapor pressure of other aerosol components is typically at least 6-7 orders of magnitude below that of water. The addition of BC and soil to the AMS data is important for the comparison with total PM instruments because the BC + soil mass concentration was equivalent to 20% of the NR-PM 1 during the MCMA-2003 (see below). Panels a and b of Fig. 2 compare AMS + BC + soil mass concentration with PM 2.5 mass concentration measured by the DustTrak and TEOM. For the TEOM only a few days at the end of the campaign were available due to instrument malfunction in the earlier part. Scatter plots between the three data sets are also shown in Fig. 2 , panels c and d. Note that the AMS measured approximately PM 1 , while the aethalometer determined PM 2 BC, and the impactor substrates collected PM 2.5 . On average, the total AMS + BC + soil concentrations are within 20% of the total PM 2.5 mass measured by either TEOM or DustTrak. The agreement between AMS + BC + soil concentrations and the other total mass measurements suggests the majority of non-refractory mass is found in particles <1 µm. These observations can be further substantiated by analyzing the size distribution data provided by the LASAIR.
The size distributions of the LASAIR measurements and the combined AMS + BC + soil mass loadings are compared in Fig. 3 (note the different scales). The black carbon size distribution was estimated using the size distribution of ion fragment m/z 57, which has been used as a marker for fresh primary emitted particles; thus, it is expected to have a similar size distribution as black carbon (Zhang et al., 2005a (Zhang et al., , 2005c . The size distribution of AMS fragment m/z 57 was scaled so that the integrated mass concentration was equal to the BC mass concentration. particles in each LASAIR channel was converted to volume concentration assuming that the particle probability density is constant for all sizes in each bin. Then, we converted the particle volume concentration into mass concentration by multiplying the volume by the estimated size dependent material density (ρ m , g cm −3 ), calculated using the following equation : (Lide, 1991) ; the density of ammonium chloride is 1.52 g cm −3 (Lide, 1991) ; the density of organics is 1.2 g cm 3 (Turpin and Lim, 2001) ; the density of black carbon 1.77 g cm −3 (Park et al., 2004) ; the average density of soil, calculated from the weighted average density of the main oxides (Lide, 1991) , is 2.7 g cm −3 . The d va corresponding to the geometric diameter (d p ) of each channel boundary of the LASAIR and the impactor substrates, was also calculated from d p using the estimated sizedependent density . Figure 3 shows that the LASAIR measured lower mass concentrations than the AMS + BC + soil, which is explained by the fact that the instrument was operating under saturated counting conditions (see Sect. 2.4). The shapes of the size distributions in Fig. 3 are similar for large particle sizes, while the LASAIR detects fewer small particles than the AMS + BC + soil. This may partially be due to the larger size cut at the small end for the LASAIR, that nominally detects 50% of the particles between d p =100-200 nm, compared to the AMS, which detects a significant fraction of (spherical) particles down to about 60 nm and has some transmission down to ∼33 nm (Zhang et al., 2004) . The agreement between the size distributions can be improved if the mass concentration in the smallest LASAIR channel is multiplied by two in order to account for the lower detection efficiency of the smallest particles, as it is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3 . Another possible source for the apparent discrepancy at low particle sizes is the presence of irregular soot particles that are sized smaller than their volume-equivalent diameter by the AMS Slowik et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005b) and likely sized larger by the LA-SAIR since light scattering is roughly proportional to particle surface area. A similar apparent discrepancy when comparing AMS and SMPS data for Pittsburgh is shown in Fig. 4a of Zhang et al. (2005b) .
In spite of the saturation effects on the LASAIR data, Fig. 3 provides an important piece of information: the mass concentration of particles between 1 and 3 µm is only 7% of the mass concentration in the size range 0.15-3 µm (even when the LASAIR size distribution might be shifted to larger sizes due to the reasons mentioned above). In some previous AMS studies the concentrations of particles in this size range have been relatively high, leading to significantly higher PM 2.5 than PM 1 mass concentrations (Zhang et al., 2005b) . The fact that this is not the case during MCMA-2003 is consistent with the agreement seen in Fig. 2 between the total AMS + BC + soil concentrations and those measured by the TEOM and DustTrak which operated with PM 2.5 size cuts. In conclusion, the combination of the AMS, BC, and soil particulate mass measurements can be used as an estimate of PM 2.5 during MCMA-2003. 
Average aerosol mass concentration and composition
The average mass concentrations of AMS + BC + soil during the entire measurement period are presented in Fig. 4 and Table 2. Organic species represent the main component of estimated PM 2.5 with 54.6% (standard deviation, σ =10%) of the total mass concentration. Inorganic species represent 27.5% (σ =10%), with sulfate and nitrate being the most abundant components with 10.0% (σ =7%) and 10.3% (σ =6%) respectively of the total mass. Ammonium and chloride contribute to the average mass with 6.4% (σ =3%) and 0.8% (σ =1%), respectively. The BC mass concentration is 11.0% (σ =4%) of the PM 2.5 mass, while soil represents 6.9% (σ =4%).
Compared with AMS measurements in other cities, the average total NR-PM 1 mass concentration in the MCMA (40.7 µg m −3 at STP, 1 atm and 298 K) is substantially larger than the average concentrations measured in Pittsburgh in September 2002 and New York City in July 2001 with an AMS: 14.8 µg m −3 (Zhang et al., 2005b ) and 8.8 µg m −3 (Drewnick et al., 2004b) respectively. Also, the PM composition is different. While the largest component of NR-PM 1 in the MCMA is by far the organic matter, in Pittsburgh and New York City the major component is sulfate with 47% and 45% of the NR-PM 1 mass, respectively. Organic matter accounts for 30% of the mass in both cities. Nitrate represents only 6% and 9% of the NR-PM 1 mass in Pittsburgh and New York, respectively, which is slightly lower than its fraction in Mexico City. 17% of the NR-PM 1 in Pittsburgh and 16% in New York City is ammonium, which is larger than in Mexico due to the much larger sulfate fraction in those two cities.
Time variations and diurnal cycles of the aerosol species
Figure 5a-c shows the time series of the speciated mass concentration of NR-PM 1 from 3 April to 5 May 2003, measured at CENICA with the AMS. The "NR Total" concentration is defined as the sum of all the AMS-measured NR species (nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, chloride and organics). We also show the time series of BC and soil in panels d and e of the figure. Finally, in panel f, we show the fractional species mass contribution for the estimated PM 2.5 . The organic species show a clear diurnal cycle, as do nitrate and black carbon. The ammonium concentration follows the nitrate and sulfate concentrations in time (see Sect. 3.5), which suggests that these three species exist mainly in the forms of NH 4 NO 3 , and sulfate-ammonium salts (ammonium sulfate, bisulfate, and/or letovicite (Schlenker et al., 2004) ). Chloride is generally present at very low concentrations, but some very large short-lived spikes (up to 26.3 µg m −3 ) are observed throughout the campaign. Finally the soil concentration is remarkably constant during the campaign, indicating that the nature of its sources is different from the rest of the components.
Since vehicle traffic is one of the main sources of particles and particle precursors in the MCMA (SMADF, 2002) , it is expected that traffic patterns have an important effect on the observed particle concentrations. Time periods which are expected to have different traffic patterns are identified in Fig. 5 . In Mexico City, weekends are expected to have different traffic patterns from weekdays due to the "Hoy no circula" (HNC, "Not driving today") program which limits a fraction of the cars from driving on one day depending on the last digit of the car's license plate. The driving restriction applies to cars older than 10 years and/or to those that do not comply with the emission standards. The HNC program is enforced on weekdays but not on weekends. During MCMA-2003 a traffic count that was obtained on one of the main avenues connecting the south of the city to downtown (Avenida Insurgentes Sur), showed that there is a small reduction in traffic on Saturday with respect to weekdays (∼5%); on Sunday the reduction in traffic is more noticeable (∼25%). These average traffic counts did not show any significant reductions during school vacation week (16 to 25 April), but during Holy weekend (19 to 21 April), which is one of the most popular vacation periods in the MCMA, a considerable traffic reduction was observed (∼30%). We did not attempt to correlate these traffic counts with particle data obtained at CENICA because the sites are several kilometers apart and because the large volume of traffic at this central location may have saturated the traffic volume capacity some of the time, and may not fully represent the variability of the traffic volume on the entire city. However, a qualitative comparison shows that the average AMS + BC + soil concentration during Friday and Saturday of the holy weekend were among the lowest in the campaign (PM concentrations were 45% lower than average concentration on other Fridays and Saturdays), as expected from a significant reduction in traffic that caused lower vehicle emissions of primary particles and particle precursors such as NO x and organic compounds. Concentrations of AMS + BC + soil decrease ∼20% on Sundays as would also be expected from a reduction in traffic. However, AMS + BC + soil increase ∼20% during Saturdays. A possible explanation for the increase in particle mass on Saturdays is that, even when the number of vehicles decrease, the fraction of older and more polluting cars circulating in the city increases because the HNC program is not enforced.
While traffic patterns may explain some of the trends in aerosol loadings, they do not explain features such as the high aerosol concentrations on 9-11 April. Meteorology must also be taken into account to understand the observed dynamics of particle concentrations and properties. A review of the meteorology in Mexico City during the MCMA-2003 campaign is presented by de Foy et al. (2005) , who discuss the fact that synoptic weather patterns, regional land-sea breezes, and local thermally driven flows influenced by the mountains combine to produce very complex meteorological patterns. According to de Foy et al. (2005) , 9 to 11 April corresponded to "Cold Surge" days which were influenced by the arrival of a cold air mass that caused reduced vertical mixing in the morning and a lower boundary layer height throughout the day, which favored the accumulation of pollutants. Despite the cloudiness on April 9th, intense photochemical activity (evidenced by uniform O 3 levels over most of the eastern part of the Mexico City valley, (de Foy et al., 2005) ) combined with reduced dilution led to the highest NR-PM 1 concentrations observed during MCMA-2003. According to de Foy et al. (2005) , on 10 April, a large SO 2 plume covered the northern half of the city, with maximum concentrations of 277 ppb, which might explain the large concentrations of sulfate observed in the NR-PM 1 . 11 April which also had the highest CO concentrations during the campaign, presented one of the strongest surface inversions. Figure 5a shows an increase in aerosol organic fraction during the second half of the campaign. One possible reason for this is the impact of biomass burning in Central and Southern Mexico which steadily increased from mid-April according to satellite fire counts (C. Wiedinmyer, NCAR, and B. de Foy, UCSD, personal communications). The plumes from these fires appear to have been transported to the vicinity of Mexico City during this period according to satellite data, an issue which is being further investigated (S. Massie, NCAR, and B. de Foy, USCD, personal communications).
The average diurnal cycles of all the species are shown in Figs. 6a-e, g, and h. Panel f compares the diurnal cycle of the organics mass concentration with the diurnal cycle of ion fragments m/z 44 and 57, which are markers for oxygenated (OOA) and hydrocarbon-like (HOA) organics, respectively (Zhang et al., 2005a, c) . Figure 6 shows that nitrate has a very sharp diurnal pattern with a maximum at midday. We attribute this behavior to nitric acid being formed photochemically during the day from the reaction of NO 2 and OH; the acid reacts with ammonia to form ammonium nitrate on preexisting particles (see Sect. 3.6). Thus, ammonium has a diurnal cycle that is very similar to that of nitrate. However, the ammonium concentrations at times other than midday are not as low as the nitrate concentrations. This is because at these times a significant fraction of the particulate ammonium is in the form of sulfate-ammonium salts (see Sect. 3.5). The diurnal pattern of sulfate does not vary as much as that of nitrate, remaining around 2-3 µg m −3 most of the time, which is explained by a more regional production from the oxidation of SO 2 (see Sect. 3.6), and possibly some larger-scale transport. Black carbon is primarily emitted by combustion sources and, as expected, its diurnal cycle has a peak early in the morning during the rush hour. At midday, the concentration of BC decreases because the boundary layer rises causing a dilution of the accumulated BC that is much faster than the rate of emission at that time. Chloride shows the largest concentrations during the morning hours probably because it exists as ammonium chloride, which is a volatile compound that evaporates as the temperature increases and the humidity decreases during the morning (see Sect. 3.8) . Figure 6f suggests that the organic diurnal pattern is a combination of traffic emissions in the morning (represented by fragment m/z 57) and photochemical production of secondary organic aerosol during sunlit hours (related to fragment m/z 44).
Size distribution of NR-PM 1
The average size distributions of the NR-PM 1 species for the whole campaign are shown in Fig. 7a . Figure 7b shows all the size distributions scaled to the same maximum in order to compare their relative shapes. Figure 7c compares the average size distribution of the organics with the size distributions of AMS fragments m/z 44 and m/z 57. Figure 7d presents the percent composition of the NR-total mass concentration as a function of particle size. Figure 7 shows that the accumulation mode dominates the average size distribution for most species. Figure 7b shows that sulfate, nitrate and ammonium have a very similar size distribution, while the size distribution of organics is much broader. The organic size distribution presents a shoulder at small sizes and chloride shows an intermediate size distribution between those of organics and the other inorganics.
In order to determine the mode diameters and widths of the size distributions shown in Fig. 7a , they were fitted to log-normal modes of the form:
where M i , d va,i , and σ i are the mass concentration, mean diameter, and geometric standard deviation of the ith lognormal mode, and log is the base 10 logarithm (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998) . The results of the fits are presented in Table 3 and in Figs. S3 and S4 of the supplementary material (http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/6/925/acp-6-925-sp.pdf). Fits were performed with the built-in fitting routines included the in Igor Pro 5.04 data analysis software (WaveMetrics, 2005) . For organics, three log-normal modes were needed in order to produce acceptable fits. For nitrate, sulfate and ammonium, we used the sum of two modes; and for chloride only one lognormal mode was required. The data presented in Fig. 7 and Table 3 may be useful for regional and global chemical transport models, to interpret remote sensing data, as well as for other applications that need to assume or verify predictions/retrievals of chemically resolved particle size distributions. Fig. 7 . Note that M i is negative for two modes for which σ i <1, since log(σ i ) is also negative for those modes. Comparison of the organic size distribution with the size distribution of fragments m/z 44 and 57 (indicators of OOA and HOA respectively), shown in Fig. 7c , suggests that the organic size distribution is a combination of an accumulation mode mainly composed of OOA and a wider mode of HOA, which dominates the composition of the smaller particles. This observation is in agreement with AMS studies in many urban areas including Boston (Jimenez et al., 2003a) , Manchester and Edinburgh, UK , New York City Drewnick et al., 2004b) , Vancouver, Canada Boudries et al., 2004; Mozurkewich et al., 2004) , Pittsburgh (Zhang et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005b) , and Tokyo (Takegawa et al., 2005 ). An accumulation mode (200-800 nm) organic aerosol that is rich in the OOA mass spectral signature is found in all urban areas as well as rural and remote sites (Lee et al., 2002; Alfarra et al., 2004; Topping et al., 2004) and typically contains internally mixed organics and inorganics. Smaller organic particles that are dominated by the HOA mass spectral signature are observed in urban areas and are indicative of fresh traffic emissions Zhang et al., 2005b) . As discussed below, the smaller organic particles in the MCMA are likely not internally mixed with inorganic species. The same conclusion was reached with the BWP used during this study (Salcedo et al., 2005) . Electron microscope studies of particles collected during MCMA-2003, also found that ambient soot particles were generally internally mixed with sulfate, while fresh soot particles in vehicle exhaust were not . Figure 8 shows the variations in species size distributions as a function of time. The accumulation mode of sulfate does not show much time variation. These observations indicate that much of the sulfate observed during this campaign is formed on a regional rather than local scale (see Sect. 3.7) . The nitrate image plot shows a diurnal variation in mass concentration that is consistent with local photochemical formation of this species. The similarity in size between the accumulation modes of nitrate, sulfate, and the OOA mass spectral marker (see Fig. 7 ) further suggests the nitrate is internally mixed with sulfate and secondary organics, as it condenses on the background aerosol. The organic size distribution time trends show that the organic accumulation mode is present throughout most of the day while the small organic particles, which as described above are likely due to fresh traffic emissions, mostly appear in the morning. The chloride size distribution shows a diurnal cycle in mass concentration that, as discussed in Sect. 3.8, likely reflects the temperature and relative humidity dependent condensation of NH 4 Cl onto background aerosol. Figure 8 shows that chloride size distribution usually peaks either around a d va of 400 nm (i.e. from 8 April to 15 April) or around a d va of around 300 nm (i.e. from 25 April to 4 May). The average chloride distribution in Fig. 7 reflects an average over both of these time periods.
Atmos
Figure 8 indicates that the small particle mode of sulfate (which corresponds to the mode with median diameter 144 nm in Table 3 ) is only observed during a few distinct plume events. These small particle sulfate events do not correlate with analogous events in any of the other measured species and thus suggest that the small sulfate particles are externally mixed from the small organic particles. In order to investigate the sources of this mode, we integrated the mass between 20 and 200 nm for the data in Fig. 8 and obtained the time series of the mass concentration of sulfate in particles with d va <200 nm, which is plotted in Fig. 9 together with the mixing ratio of SO 2 in the gas phase (measured with differential optical absorption spectroscopy -DOAS). This figure shows that the presence of a small sulfate mode was usually accompanied by plumes in sulfur dioxide, which suggests that the origin of the smaller mode in the sulfate size distribution is the formation and growth of new particles, as was reported before by Dunn et al. (2004) . In fact, the plume observed on 3 May corresponds to a particle formation event observed with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) (Dunn et al., 2004) . Fig. 10c , we show the "missing NH + 4 " (the difference between the predicted assuming NH 4 NO 3 , NH 4 Cl, and (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 and the measured ammonium) in the aerosol. If all the nitrate, chloride and sulfate were neutralized, "missing NH + 4 " should be equal to zero. Panels a and c of Fig. 10 show that this was not always the case during MCMA-2003; for example between 7 April and 13 April predicted NH + 4 was larger than measured NH + 4 most of the time. Although there are other short periods where this is also the case, we focus on 7 April-13 April because of its length. For this period, we also calculated the predicted ammonium if sulfate was in the form of ammonium bisulfate (NH 4 HSO 4 ) instead of ammonium sulfate. The result is shown in Fig. 10b . In this case, predicted vs. measured ammonium fall closer to the 1:1 line, suggesting that, during this period, the sulfate was not completely neutralized. Interestingly, this period corresponds to the highest particle sulfate concentrations measured during the campaign, as is shown in Fig. 10c .
During those periods when measured and predicted NH + 4
do not agree, we cannot rule out the presence of organic nitrates in the condensed phase. Another possible cause of the disagreement might be the neutralization of nitric acid on soil surfaces, rather than driven by gas phase ammonia; this process has been suggested to affect the NO y chemistry (Bauer et al., 2004; Seisel et al., 2004) . However, because the periods with ammonium deficit corresponded to high sulfate concentration, while soil concentrations were similar to those during the rest of the campaign, it is more likely that the reason for the discrepancy between measured and predicted NH + 4 was the presence of high concentrations of sulfate which were not completely neutralized by the available gas phase ammonia. Moya et al. (2003) reported periods of non-neutralized particles at a site in the National University Campus (UNAM), about 10 km West of CENICA, which were associated with SO 2 emissions from the Popocatepetl volcano and high RH, both conditions promoting the increase of particulate sulfate. During MCMA-2003 the volcano activity was low; however, the high sulfate events on 9, 10 and 11 April are linked with regional pollution events, driven by active photochemistry, low mixing heights and surface inversions, as well as flow from the North, where the main anthropogenic SO 2 sources are located in the Tula area (de Foy et al., 2005) .
Secondary nitrate production
Ammonium nitrate is formed by the following reaction between NH 3(g) and HNO 3(g) :
The ammonium nitrate formed can exist as a solid or in solution and, and it can dissociate back to the gas-phase reactants. The equilibrium constant of Reaction (4) is strongly dependent on the relative humidity and the temperature, and it can change by several orders of magnitude under typical atmospheric conditions (Stelson and Seinfeld, 1982) .
Unfortunately, there were no continuous measurements of HNO 3(g) at CENICA during MCMA-2003. On the other hand, NO 2 and OH in the gas phase were measured with differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) and laserinduced fluorescence (LIF), respectively Volkamer et al., 2005) . With this information, the rate of the photochemical production of nitric acid can be estimated from the following reaction:
Kinetic data used for the calculation is shown in Table 4  ( JPL, 2003) . As reference, this table presents the calculated bimolecular rate-constant for the mean temperature and pressure conditions of the campaign (295 K, 76 kPa). However, for the following analysis, measured ambient temperature 4 . Green color in all the panels is used to differentiate data between 8 and 13 April from the rest of the campaign (in red). Table 4 . Kinetic data used for the production rates of nitric and sulfuric acid (JPL, 2003) . As reference, calculated bimolecular rate-constant for the mean temperature and pressure conditions during the campaign (295 K, 76 kPa) are presented. and pressure as a function of time were used to calculate the rate constants for each data point. Figure 11a shows the average HNO 3 diurnal production rate calculated for Reaction (5) together with the observed diurnal rate of change in particulate NO − 3 (the diurnal cycle of nitrate can be seen in Fig. 5a ). Qualitatively, in the morning, particulate nitrate increases in a way that is consistent with the production of nitric acid and the partitioning of about 1/3 of it to the particulate phase. However, after 11:00 AM the nitrate concentration in particles decreases continually, while nitric acid is still being produced. This observation can be explained by the increase in the boundary layer (BL) height and temperature and the decrease in the RH as the day progresses. Changes in the BL height can be estimated from the volume dilution factor, computed from the observed dilution of vehicular emissions of carbon monoxide 1 and shown in Fig. 11b along with temperature and RH. Although, photochemical production of HNO 3 is still active after 11:00 AM, the increase in the BL height mixes the particles in the shallow morning boundary layer with air from a much larger volume where nitrate concentrations are low, and the dilution plus the increase in temperature and decrease in RH shift equilibrium (4) towards the gas phase species. These factors offset the continued HNO 3 production in the atmosphere, leading to a decrease the concentration of nitrate in the aerosol.
Secondary sulfate production
The main source of sulfate in the particles is the oxidation of SO 2 in the gas or the aqueous phase. In the gas phase, the major SO 2 oxidant is OH through the following reaction:
Reaction (6) is followed by fast reactions with O 2 and H 2 O to finally form H 2 SO 4 , which has a low vapor pressure, and rapidly condenses in preexisting particles or forms new ones. We estimated the sulfuric acid production rate in the gas phase as the rate of Reaction (6) from OH and SO 2 gas phase concentrations, measured with LIF and DOAS, respectively Volkamer et al., 2005) . Table 4 presents the kinetic data used (JPL, 2003) . The rate-constant for the mean temperature and pressure conditions of the campaign (295 K, 76 kPa) is presented as reference. However, for the following analysis, measured ambient temperature and pressure as a function of time were used to calculate the rate constants for each data point. Figure 12 shows average diurnal cycles of the sulfuric acid production rate from Reaction (6) sulfate concentration. In contrast with the nitric acid case, Fig. 12 does not show much correlation between the two quantities. The concentration of sulfate is relatively constant during the day, even when there is a maximum of sulfuric acid production at midday. Both quantities show a peak at 17:00-19:00; however the rate of increase of sulfate before this peak is seven times larger than what can be explained by gas-phase production, which implies that this feature is likely due to transport. In conclusion, local gas-phase sulfate production seems to be a minor player in the variations of the concentration of this species in Mexico City. Instead, processes on a regional scale seem to be the main contributors to the variations of this species. Measurements carried out during a previous campaign at a south west location at an elevation 440 m above the average level of Mexico City suggest that high RH conditions enhance the fraction of sulfate in the aerosols due to aqueous phase SO 2 oxidation (Raga et al., 1999; Baumgardner et al., 2000; Moya et al., 2003) . We tested this conclusion by comparing the concentration of sulfate in the particles and measured RH at CENICA. Figure 13 compares daily averages of both quantities during MCMA-2003, showing a very similar time trend. The insert in Fig. 13 shows a scatter plot of sulfate mass concentration and RH for four-minute data, as well as daily averages. The scatter of the four-minute data is significant (as is shown by the low r 2 of the linear correlation). However, the correlation is better between the daily averages (r 2 =0.473). This is likely a consequence of the fact sulfate is produced in a regional rather than local scale. Figure 13 is in agreement with conclusions reached by Raga et al. (1999 ), Baumgadner et al. (2000 and Moya et al. (2003) .
Chloride
The highest concentrations of chloride during MCMA-2003 were measured during the night and early morning (Fig. 7e) , and large short-lived plumes of this species were often observed at these times, as shown in Fig. 14. NH 4 Cl is a semivolatile solid with a partial pressure product of P NH 3 ×P HCl ∼8.0×10 −17 atm at 25 • C (Clegg et al., 1998) . For comparison, the partial pressure product of NH 4 NO 3 is P NH 3 ×P HNO 3 ∼4.4×10 −17 atm at 25 • C; i.e. NH 4 Cl is more volatile than NH 4 NO 3 . These facts suggest that ammonium chloride in Mexico City preferentially condenses when the favorable conditions of lower temperature and higher relative humidity are present, as it has been suggested before (SanMartini, 2004) . Figure 15 shows two chloride spikes together with ammonium and organics mass concentration. In both cases ammonium shows a spike of the same width as chloride at about half the mass concentration, which suggests that chloride is present mostly as ammonium chloride (NH 4 Cl). This is the case for all the chloride plumes observed during the campaign. This salt is probably formed from the reaction be- tween HCl(g) and NH 3(g) . During the chloride spike shown in panel b, the organic concentration also increases; indicating that the same (or a collocated) source of chloride also emits organic compounds. This was observed only during two (out of about 17) of the strong plumes (with chloride concentration>4 µg m −3 ) during MCMA-2003. Possible sources of chloride without organics include drinking water and waste water treatment facilities (Tanaka et al., 2003) .
Refuse burning was observed to produce both chloride and organics with another AMS in mobile sampling mode, so it cannot produce the majority of the plumes observed here were a chloride spike was detected without an organic increase.
Comparison with other studies
There have been several studies on Mexico City particles, as reviewed by Raga et al. (2001) (see references therein), as well as (Raga et al., 1999; Baumgardner et al., 2000; Vega et al., 2001; Baumgardner et al., 2002; Chow et al., 2002; Vega et al., 2002; Moya et al., 2003; Vega et al., 2003; Baumgardner et al., 2004; Moya et al., 2004) . However, most of them use different instrumentation and/or were carried out in locations distant from the CENICA site and/or different seasons than MCMA-2003, which makes the comparison not straightforward. The most complete published study on PM chemical properties in MCMA was the campaign "Investigación sobre Materia Particulada y Deterioro Atmosférico -Aerosol and Visibility Evaluation Research" (IMADA-AVER) (Edgerton et al., 1999; Chow et al., 2002; Vega et al., 2002) , which was carried out from 23 February to 22 March 1997. During this campaign, the chemical properties of PM 2.5 and PM 10 were measured and their temporal and spatial variations were reported at different sites in and around Mexico City. One of the sites was situated at Cerro de la Estrella (CES), located approximately 2.5 km southwest from the CENICA site. Because of the proximity of the sites and of the seasons, we compare results from IMADA-AVER at CES and MCMA in order to explore changes in the Mexico City aerosol over a period of 6 years. During IMADA-AVER, four daily 6-hour PM 2.5 samples (0:00-6:00, 6:00-12:00, 12:00-18:00 and 18:00-24:00 h MST, 1 h behind CST) were taken daily at the CES site. The samples were analyzed for water-soluble sulfate, ammonium, nitrate, sodium and potassium; for organic and elemental carbon (OC/EC); and for 38 elements . Figure 16 compares mass concentrations and diurnal cycles of PM 2.5 components reported at CES during IMADA-AVER and MCMA-2003. The IMADA-AVER nitrate is the "Total particulate nitrate" in Table 3 of Chow et al. (2002) ; organic mass is calculated from the organic carbon in the same table, multiplied by 1.6 in order to estimate the particulate organic mass (Turpin and Lim, 2001) . Aethalometer BC during MCMA-2003 and EC during IMADA-AVER are also compared. Note, however, that care must be taken when comparing BC and EC concentrations, especially if they are performed in different times and places, because it has been shown that estimations of BC using an aethalometer can be up to about a factor of three different than simultaneous measurements of elemental carbon (EC) using a thermal-optical method, depending on the physical and chemical characteristics of light absorbing species in the particles (Jeong et al., 2004) . Soil concentration for the IMADA-AVER campaign was calculated using the method described by Malm et al. (1994) and the mass concentrations of Al, Si, Ca, Fe, and Ti reported by Chow et al. (2002) . Finally, Fig. 16 compares AMS + BC + soil during MCMA-2003, total PM 2.5 during IMADA-AVER ("Mass-all days" row in Table 3 Panel a in Fig. 16 compares average mass concentrations, showing similar levels of all species during MCMA-2003 and IMADA-AVER. Organics were the dominant group of species during both campaigns. Nitrate was slightly higher during MCMA-2003, which may be partially due to the lower sulfate concentrations and thus reduced competition for gas-phase NH 3 during this campaign. The larger difference in mass concentration is observed for soil. The differences observed in Fig. 16 are probably due to differences in precipitation during both campaigns: several rain episodes were observed during MCMA-2003 campaign which would tend to reduce soil entrainment, however no rain in Mexico City was reported during IMADA-AVER (Doran et al., 1998) .
Panels b-f in Fig. 16 compare the total and speciated diurnal cycles for PM 2.5 measured at CES during IMADA-AVER and at CENICA during the MCMA-2003 campaign. Organics show an earlier maximum during MCMA-2003 than during IMADA-AVER. The diurnal profile of sulfate was also slightly different during both campaigns, although in both cases this species showed lower variability with time of the day than any of the other species, again consistent with a more regional characteristic. On the other hand, diurnal profiles of nitrate, ammonium, and BC/EC were more similar between the two campaigns. PM 2.5 measurements in panel g of Fig. 16 show a similar pattern, with a significant background concentration at all times and a peak in the late morning. Since the AMS + BC + soil data compare well to collocated PM 2.5 DustTrack and TEOM during MCMA-2003, the difference between PM 2.5 during IMADA-AVER in 1997, AMS + BC + soil in 2003, and the RAMA data in 2004 indicates the range of year-to-year variability at this site, likely driven by differences in meteorology and emissions.
Summary
An Aerodyne Aerosol Mass Spectrometer was deployed in Mexico City as part of the MCMA-2003 field campaign. The AMS can detect non-refractory particles less than 1 µm. By combining data from the AMS with aerosol BC and soil, we were able to report speciated concentrations of PM 2.5 with a high time resolution. The estimated PM 2.5 in the Mexico City Metropolitan Area during the MCMA-2003 campaign was composed of 54.6% (σ =10%) organic compounds vs. 27.5% (σ =10%) of inorganic compounds. The inorganics were mainly ammonium nitrate, sulfate/ammonium salts, and a small amount of ammonium chloride. The Black Carbon mass concentration was about 11.0% (σ =4%) of the estimated PM 2.5 , while soil represents 6.7% (σ =4%).
Organic compounds comprise the largest fraction of the Mexico City aerosol. The data suggests that the organic aerosol trends in time and size are a combination of emissions and oxidation of primary organic species in the atmosphere. The importance and complexity of this fraction of the aerosol deserves a more detailed analysis to determine the relative importance of OOA and SOA at different times and/or ambient conditions.
The speciation of the inorganic fraction of the aerosol shows that most of the time the chloride, sulfate and nitrate present were neutralized by ammonium. However, there were periods when there was not enough ammonium in particles to neutralize the chloride, sulfate and nitrate present. These periods usually corresponded to periods with high sulfate concentrations, which suggest the presence of ammonium bisulfate. The degree of neutralization of the aerosol is related to temperature, relative humidity, and most importantly the gas phase concentration of NH 3 . Measurement of gas phase NH 3 and HNO 3 , as well as an independent measurement of nitrate (such as a PILS instrument) would be helpful to determine if there are other processes affecting the ion balance such as the presence of organic nitrates in the condensed phase or the neutralization of nitric acid on soil surfaces.
Nitrate presents a diurnal cycle consistent with local photochemical production on nitric acid which reacts with ammonia to form ammonium nitrate. On the other hand, sulfate seems to be formed on a regional scale from the oxidation of SO 2 . Sulfate concentration is enhanced during high RH conditions. Although sulfate size distribution mainly shows an accumulation mode, a small mode is observed in short-lived plume events that likely indicate recent new particle formation and growth.
The speciated NR-PM 1 size distributions consist of an accumulation mode in which the organic and inorganic species appear to be internally mixed. The size distributions also show smaller size modes in which inorganic and organic species are often externally mixed. This raises the question of what time and length scales are important in the evolution of these species before they eventually, if ever, reach a uniform mixing state.
Comparison of the particle measurements during MCMA-2003 with those of other studies near CENICA, shows a similar pattern of total and speciated concentrations. However some differences also exist, likely due to the variability in meteorological conditions.
